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Note: On the actual exam, you will be given approximately one half page to answer
each question. You do NOT need to bring a blue-book.

Please select any 8 of the following 10 questions to answer:

1. Please discuss an example of an online firm that has multiple revenue streams.

Yahoo! receives revenue from several sources: (1) advertising,
(2) sales of services such as stock information and enhanced e-
mail services, and (3) paid listings for searches on selected
keywords. The objective for Yahoo! therefore, is to maximize the
total profit from all sources rather than from any one particular
stream.

2. Hewlett-Packard makes, among other things, personal computers and printers.
Within the context of electronic commerce, please discuss how the concept of
digitallity is relevant for Hewlett-Packard.

The products made by HP are mostly ones that may have some level
of digitality but are not completely digital. Software upgrades
can be distributed over the Internet, but computers and printers
must be physically distributed to consumers. Thus,
considerations for the suitability of products for sale online
apply—e.g., value-bulk ratio.

3. One of Apple Computer’s most successful products is the iPod. Please discuss
how suitable this product is for sale online, as opposed to through traditional
retail chains. Please explain your reasoning carefully.

The iPod is a tangible product, but a very compact one with a
high value-bulk ratio. The iPods offered by different merchants
are easily comparable, so there is no need to be able to inspect
the quality of the merchandise. These two factors favor online
sales. Consumers wishing to buy this product are highly
concentrated in urban areas, so there will likely be intense
competition for retailers. Overall, this product is very well
suited for being sold online.



4. Target is a retail chain that has a large number of discount stores throughout
the United States. Please discuss how the “bricks and clicks” model can be
applied to Target.

The “bricks-and-clicks” involves the synergistic use, by a retail
chain, of both Internet sales and sales through traditional
retail stores. The retail stores make it easier for consumers to
return products to a store rather than having to mail them back,
thus increasing the attractiveness of online purchases. The
chain web site could be made so that it would be possible to find
local store locations and determine, before visiting the store,
what is in stock where and how much this would cost, thus
increasing the attractiveness of the retail shopping locations.

5. Progressive Auto Insurance believes that it can become highly profitable by
offering auto insurance online as opposed to through traditional insurance
agents. Based on your understanding of the economics of electronic
commerce, please evaluate this belief.

Economic principles suggest that, in the long run, this will not
be realistic. Since insurance is a highly customized
service/product where the customer can do much of the work of
entering needed information, selling insurance online may be more
efficient than going through traditional offices. However, even
if Progressive can keep its cost lower than those of traditional
insurance firms or agents, other insurers would be attracted to
entering the online insurance sales business and thus Progressive
would be forced to compete with other firms having this same cost
advantage. This would drive profits down to normal levels and
the savings would go to the customers for whose business a lot of
firms compete.

6. According to The Culturally Customized Web Site, what does the study by
Luna, Peraccihio, and de Juan (2002) find? What is the likely rationale for this
finding?

These authors found that confronting a different language,
foreign symbols and signs, and “culturally incongruent” content,
control and focus are diminished. This is probably because of
the greater cognitive effort needed for categorization and other
information processing, making navigation and interaction more
difficult.

7. According to The Culturally Customized Web Site, what are some features
recommended for cultures high on uncertainty avoidance?

 Positioning personnel as experts
 Making customer service easily accessible
 Guided navigation
 Use of a traditional theme



 Emphasis on connection to local stores
 Depictions of products
 Providing the ability to return merchandise

conveniently
 Use of local terminology
 Free trials of downloadable products
 Enhanced transaction security
 Use of testimonials

8. According to Internet Marketing, how profitable is online retailing likely to be
for non-profit organizations/causes? Why is this the case?

Direct retailing is likely to be very profitable because many of
these groups serve niche markets where competition is less
intense and access to the products in conventional stores is more
limited. Non-profit organizations may also become beneficiaries
of “shop-for-a-cause” programs the organization is given a
percentage or other reward for purchases made through the
organization’s site.

9. According to Internet Marketing, what are some online practices of
walmart.com?

 Interactive in-store kiosks to give access to products not the store and
to the gift registry

 Taking return of online purchases in retail stores
 Cross-selling—the ability to identify and suggest related products to the

customer

10. What are some risks in international online expansion?

 Over expansion
 Brand dilution—the brand may be positioned differently—and

these positions may be seen across the world—so that the
brand loses the unique image developed in the home market.

 Over-estimation of revenue—it may take longer for sales to
take on in new markets and initial purchase levels may be
smaller than expected.

 Under-estimation of costs—setting up in a new market may
involve expenses (e.g., translations, software
modification) that were not anticipated.

 Underestimation of competition—the total number and kinds
of competitors—and the resources they have—may not have
been realized when entry was planned.

 Regulations—host countries may have laws that limit some
practices (e.g., collaborative filtering) that are
essential in the home market.


